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Abstract

Huntington’s Disease is associated with motor behavior deficits that are lessened by few therapeutic options. This pre-
liminary study tested if pharmacological inhibition of α/β-hydrolase domain containing 6 (ABHD6), a multifunctional 
enzyme expressed in the striatum, rescues behavioral deficits in HdhQ200/200 mice. Previous work has shown that this 
model exhibits a reduction in spontaneous locomotion and motor coordination at 8 and 10 months of age, with a more se-
vere phenotype in female mice. Semi-quantitative immunohistochemistry analysis indicated no change in striatal ABHD6 
expression at 8 months of age, but a 40% reduction by 10 months in female HdhQ200/200 mice compared to female 
wild-type (WT) littermates. At 8 months of age, acute ABHD6 inhibition rescued motor coordination deficits in female 
HdhQ200/200 mice without affecting WT performance. ABHD6 inhibition did not impact spontaneous locomotion, 
grip strength, or overall weight in either group, showing that effects were specific to motor coordination. At 10 months 
of age, semi-chronic ABHD6 inhibition by osmotic pump delivery also rescued motor coordination deficits in female 
HdhQ200/200 mice without affecting female WT littermates. Our preliminary study suggests that ABHD6 inhibition 
improves motor performance in female HdhQ200/200 mice.
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Introduction

Huntington’s Disease (HD) is characterized by age-dependent deterioration of locomotor and cognitive functions that typically 
begin during middle age. This fatal neurodegenerative disease is driven by mutated huntingtin proteins (mtHTT) produced by 
excessive CAG repeats in the HTT gene. These mutated proteins interfere with normal neuronal functions through a multitude 
of mechanisms [1,2]. HD pathological studies showed that mtHTT expression leads to early dysfunction of select genes and 
proteins in striatal neurons [3,4]. Considering that few FDA-approved therapeutics are available for the treatment of choreiform 
movements in humans with HD, such as dopamine antagonists [5], and many carry the risk of side effects [6], there is an urgent 
need to better understand the molecular components affected in HD pathogenesis to help develop new therapeutic approaches for 
safer treatment.

The genetic basis of HD has led to the development of preclinical mouse models that recapitulate molecular mechanisms involved 
in HD pathogenesis. The HdhQ mouse model was developed using gene targeting technology to insert CAG repeats in the Hdh 
gene, the mouse homolog to HTT [7]. Natural germline increases in the expansion of CAG in Hdh of the HdhQ150/+ mouse line 
were leveraged to create several allelic mouse lines, including the HdhQ200/+ and HdhQ200/200 lines [8,9]. Studies showed that 
the initial aspects of HD neuropathology and impaired locomotor behavior were detected in the heterozygous HdhQ200/+ line 
starting at 12 months of age and reached severe impairment by 18 months of age; however, HdhQ200/+ mice maintained a normal 
life span of approximately 2 years, failing to mimic the reduced life span characteristic of human adult-onset HD [10]. Our lab-
oratory reported the longitudinal characterization of the behavioral impairment and neuropathological features modeled by the 
homozygous HdhQ200/200 line [9]. HD pathogenesis was sex-dependent, exhibited an early onset of symptoms through deficits 
in motor behavior and impaired striatal medium spiny neuron (MSN) function at 8 months of age, and was fatal, resulting in a 
reduced lifespan of 12 months in this model. Female HdhQ200/200 mice displayed a more robust deterioration in spontaneous 
locomotion and motor coordination, a result that corresponds with human studies showing that women HD patients present with 
more severe symptoms regardless of CAG expansion size [11,12]. A more recent study uncovered that there was a significantly 
higher prevalence of HD in women than men, suggesting a more severe HD pathological process in women [13]. Thus, the early 
and more severe onset of impaired motor behavior detected in female HdhQ200/200 mice provides an opportunistic chance to 
study the involvement of select molecular mechanisms in HD-associated deficits in locomotor behaviors and explore possible 
avenues for new therapeutics.

The recently discovered multifunctional enzyme α/β-hydrolase domain containing 6 (ABHD6) regulates several facets of neuronal 
functions, including inhibiting neurotransmitter release through the modulation of endocannabinoid (eCB) signaling, increasing 
the amplitude of postsynaptic GABAergic currents through allosteric modulation, and controlling the trafficking and number of 
post-synaptic AMPA receptors [14]. This suggests that changes in ABHD6 expression and activity are likely to regulate neuronal 
functions in multiple ways. mRNA expression profiling suggests that ABHD6 is particularly abundant in the striatum [15]. We 
previously developed a rabbit polyclonal antibody that recognizes mouse ABHD6 protein and provided initial immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) evidence that ABHD6 protein is expressed in the striatum [16]; however, it is unknown how various diseases 
affect this expression. Recent studies suggest that ABHD6 inhibitors exhibit promising therapeutic efficacy in several preclinical 
mouse models of neurological diseases, including seizures, traumatic brain injury, and multiple sclerosis [17-20]. Importantly, the 
therapeutic efficacy of ABHD6 inhibitors does not appear to undergo tolerance or trigger overt side-effects, two positive qualities 
for potential small-molecule therapeutics [20]. Therefore, we conducted a preliminary study to examine if levels of ABHD6 were 
affected in HD and tested whether ABHD6 inhibition, either through acute or semi-chronic delivery, can rescue various behavioral 
deficits in the HdhQ200/200 mouse model.
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Materials and Methods

HdhQ200/200 mouse colony

Mice were housed in a pathogenic-free facility in accordance with the National Institutes of Health; the Institutional Animal 
Care and Use Committee at the University of Washington approved all experiments and in compliance with ARRIVE guidelines. 
All mice were maintained on a C57BL/6 genetic background. For all HdhQ200/200 experiments, female and male heterozygous 
HdhQ200/+ knock-in mice were mated to produce homozygous, heterozygous, and wild-type littermates. Animals were housed 
in cages grouped by sex and mixed genotype, had ad libitum access to food and water, and were on a 12-hour light/dark cycle. Ge-
notyping was performed with tail snips using primers “cccattcattgcccttgctg” and “gcggctgagggggttga” with a SimpliAmp Thermal 
Cycler (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bothell, WA). No sexual dimorphism was detected in the HdhQ200/200 colony (i.e. no differ-
ences in litter size or weight) [9]. Mice lacking Abhd6 were generated in collaboration with the TSRI Mouse Genetics Core and the 
absence of ABHD6 expression validated [21]. A total of 112 animals were used in this study. 

Immunohistochemistry and antibodies

Mice were euthanized with ketamine/xylazine and perfused with PBS, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were extracted 
and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4 oC. Brains were then dehydrated (15% sucrose and then 30% sucrose) and frozen over 
dry ice. Sagittal sections were cut to a thickness of 30 µm using a sliding microtome and placed in cryoprotectant for storage at -20 
oC. IHC analysis of each time point group was processed and stained in parallel. For staining, 2 slices per animal were removed 
from cryoprotectant, washed, and incubated at room temperature in blocking buffer. Slices were then transferred to primary stain-
ing solutions at 4 oC. Sections were then washed and secondary staining was performed using Alexa secondary antibodies at a dilu-
tion of 1:500. Additional slices were stained only with secondary staining solutions to serve as non-specific secondary background 
staining. After secondary staining, sections were washed, mounted on slides, and allowed to dry at room temperature overnight. 
Coverslips were added and sealed with Fluoromount (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and nail polish. The following antibodies were used 
in this study: ABHD6 [16] and Alexa Fluor 488 (goat/donkey, ThermoFisher).

Microscopy

Images were collected on a Marianas microscope (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Inc. Denver, CO) equipped with either 20x/0.75 
NA or 40x/0.75 NA air objective lens with CoolSnap HQ cooled monochrome camera (Photometrics, Tucson, AZ) at the NID-
CD Research Core Center at the University of Washington, as previously reported by our laboratory [22,23]. Noise reduction of 
images was achieved by deconvolution using SlideBook (Intelligent Imaging Innovations, Inc., Denver, CO). Exposure times were 
optimized for each antibody to ensure that >99% pixels were within the linear range. Excitation laser of FITC was used to excite 
Alexa 488.

Semi-quantitative image analysis and statistics

All images were analyzed using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health) with custom-written macros. Macros were applied blindly 
to each batch of images and analyzed as previously reported by our laboratory [24]. The mean intensity and standard deviation of 
each fluorophore were measured, and the background signal was removed by thresholding images to mean + standard deviation, 
corresponding to the top third brightest pixels in the Gaussian distribution. After thresholding, final measurements were made by 
taking the mean intensity of the remaining pixels. Values were normalized to the corresponding wild-type sex average. 
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Activity-Based Protein Profiling

Mice were euthanized via cervical dislocation and brains dissected and washed with ice-cold lysis buffer (0.25M sucrose, 20mM 
HEPES, 2mM DTT, in deionized H2O) twice before dounce homogenization. Blood samples and brain tissues were processed 
using dounce homogenizer and placed on ice for 15 minutes. Tissue homogenates were centrifuged at 800xg for 5 minutes at 4 oC. 
Supernatants were separated to remove debris from unlysed tissue. Supernatants were centrifuged at 100,000xg for 45 minutes at 4 
oC. The resulting pellet was resuspended in assay buffer (20mM HEPES in deionized H2O). Proteome concentrations were normal-
ized using Bio-Rad DC protein assay and treated with either HT-01 or FP-Rhodamine at 1uM final concentration for 30 minutes at 
37 oC. The reaction was quenched using an SDS-PAGE loading buffer. After separation by SDS-PAGE (10% acrylamide), samples 
were visualized by in-gel fluorescence scanning using a Chemidoc MP imaging system. Entire blots are depicted. 

Drug treatment and miniature osmotic pump surgery

KT-182 was synthesized in our laboratory as described [25]. For acute studies, mice at 8 months of age were treated with KT-182 
(2mg/kg), a dose shown to inhibit brain ABHD6 activity by more than 90% when injected i.p., or with vehicle. Animals were mon-
itored for 1 hour and then behavioral tests were conducted 4 hours post-injection to allow for full inhibition of ABHD6 by KT-182. 
All animals in the same cage were treated and tested at the same time. For semi-chronic studies, Alzet miniature osmotic pumps 
(1007D) were used over daily injections to reduce the stress and risk of infection due to daily handling and injection. Buprenor-
phine and lidocaine were used as analgesic care, and animals were anesthetized with isoflurane. Pumps were filled with either 
vehicle or KT-182 and surgically implanted into female HdhQ200/200 and wild-type mice 7 days prior to 10 months of age. Drug 
was administered at a rate of 0.5 µl/hour to achieve 2mg/kg/day. Only mice undergoing surgery were housed together along with 
supplemental food mash and gel. Mice were checked on daily and after 5 days post-surgery, mice underwent behavioral studies. 
We found no significant effect of osmotic pump implantation on motor performance (untreated/HdhQ200/200 data versus vehicle; 
p=0.631 for male, p=0.618 for female). Thus, the effect of osmotic pump treatments was controlled as both WT and HdhQ200/200 
mice received surgery and pumps. A small sample size was chosen due to the timeframe of experiments and initial intention to 
gather basic evidence. 

HdhQ200/200 behavioral studies

All animals undergoing testing were used from the same cages, of mixed genotype, and age-matched controls to minimize poten-
tial confounding factors. All behavioral studies were performed during the light phase of the light/dark cycle, and the tester was 
blinded by the conditions and genotype. Cages and equipment were thoroughly cleaned with 70% ethanol and dried between trials. 
Grip strength was measured by recording the latency to fall when animals were placed on a wire cage top and then inverted. A max-
imum score of 90 seconds was used. Rotarod (Med Associates Inc., St. Albans, VT) testing included 7 consecutive trials, separated 
by 15-minute resting periods. The rotational speed used for testing trails began at 4 rpm and increased to 40 rpm for a maximum 
of 5 minutes, with an acceleration of 0.2 rpm per every 4 seconds. Slow motor learning was measured by the sum of improvement 
in performance across all 7 trials [26]. The PhenoTyper (Noldus, Wageningen, the Netherlands) testing consisted of a 72-hour trial 
where animals were individually housed in a 30 cm × 30 cm Plexiglas cage with ad libitum access to water and food. A vertically 
mounted camera continuously tracked movement and digital traces were analyzed in Ethovision XT 11. Data was taken from the 
dark phase of day 2 to ensure animals were habituated to the cage and undisturbed by any outside distractions. No exclusion crite-
ria were set for behavioral data and no animals undergoing testing were excluded from the final data set. 

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses and graphs were generated using GraphPad PRISM 9 (San Diego, CA). Two-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni 
post-hoc analysis was used for measurements over time and a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparisons for averaged 
comparisons. Data were considered significant if p<0.05.
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Results

HdhQ200/200 female and male mice do not exhibit overt psychiatric symptoms at 8 and 10 months of 
age

We previously reported that female HdhQ200/200 mice exhibited more pronounced deficits in locomotor and motor coordination 
at 8 months of age compared to male HdhQ200/200 mice [9]. To extend these results, we studied anxiety-like and depressive-like 
behaviors by measuring both thigmotaxis and time spent in the hidden zone of the home-cage during the dark phase using 
the PhenoTyper [22,27]. We found no difference in the time spent in the thigmotaxis or hidden zone by either male or female 

Figure 1: At 8 months of age, acute inhibition of ABHD6 rescued motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice Motor 

coordination was measured using rotarod analysis in wild-type (WT) and HdhQ200/200 mice (8 months of age) that were acutely treated 

with either vehicle or KT-182. (A) Analysis of the average latency to fall showed that KT-182 did not affect motor coordination in female 

WT mice but significantly rescued motor coordination in female HdhQ200/200 mice. Statistical analysis: One-way ANOVA analysis 

(multiple comparisons using Tukey) indicated a 49% reduction in latency to fall in HdhQ200/200 mice compared to WT mice and a 58% 

rescue of latency to fall in HdhQ200/200 mice with KT-182; (B and C) KT-182 treatment did not affect latency to fall in (B) female WT mice 

and enhanced latency to fall in (C) female HdhQ200/200 mice across all trials. Statistical analysis: Two-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni 

post-hoc analysis indicated significant rescue of motor coordination deficit in HdhQ200/200 by KT-182 compared to vehicle-treated 

HdhQ200/200 mice; (D) Slow motor learning was comparable between female HdhQ200/200 mice and WT littermates, and unaffected by 

acute treatment of KT-182. N = 6-11 mice per condition, error bars represent S.E.M. and *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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HdhQ200/200 mice when compared to their respective wild-type littermates (Supplementary Figure 1A, B, C, D, E and F). Impor-
tantly, the frequency to enter the thigmotaxis but not the hidden zone was significantly decreased for female HdhQ200/200 mice 
when compared to female wild-type littermates at 8 months of age (Supplementary Figure 2A, B, C, D, E and F). This impairment 
was not detected when comparing male HdhQ200/200 and male WT mice. Considering that the total times spent in each area were 

Figure 2: Reduced striatal ABHD6 expression in female HdhQ200/200 mice compared to wild-type mice at 10 months of age.

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis of ABHD6 expression in mouse striatum using rabbit polyclonal antibodies that recognize 

mABHD6 showed no change between wild-type (WT) and HdhQ200/200 female mice at 8 months of age but a decrease in ABHD6 

expression in HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age. (A) Representative IHC images show discreet ABHD6 expression in WT mouse 

striatum (12 weeks of age). Scale bar = 50 mm; (B) Representative IHC images show higher expression of ABHD6 in select striatal cells. 

Scale bar = 25 mm; (C) Validation of antibody selectivity via IHC staining showed no immunostaining in Abhd6-/- mouse striatum (12 

weeks of age). Scale bar = 25 mm; (D) Semi-quantitative IHC analysis of ABHD6 expression in WT and HdhQ200/200 showed no 

change at 8 months of age but significant decrease at 10 months of age in HdhQ200/200 mice. Statistical analysis: Two-way ANOVA 

with a Bonferroni post-hoc analysis indicated no difference at 8 months of age but a 40% decrease at 10 months of age; (E,F,G and H) 

Representative striatal ABHD6 IHC staining at (E) 8 months of age in female WT and (F) HdhQ200/200 mice and (G) 10 months of age 

in female WT and (H) HdhQ200/200 mice. Scale bar = 50 mm. N = 4-5 mice per condition, error bars represent S.E.M.  and *p < 0.05.
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comparable for all genotypes, a decrease in frequency to enter the thigmotaxis can be attributed to decreased general locomotion 
in female HdhQ200/200 mice rather than evidence for an anxious or depressive phenotype, such as lack of motivation. Base on 
this premise, we focused the subsequent studies on locomotor and motor coordination impairments.

At 8 months of age, acute ABHD6 inhibition rescued motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 
mice and improved motor coordination in male WT mice

We studied the effect of acute ABHD6 inhibition on HdhQ200/200 mice and WT littermates of both sexes at 8 months of age, an 
age when motor behavior deficits are pronounced in female but absent in male HdhQ200/200 mice [9]. To measure deficits in both 
motor coordination and acquisition of new motor skills, we measured the latency to fall off a rotarod over multiple trials [26]. As 
previously reported, female HdhQ200/200 performed 43% worse than female WT littermates (p=0.030) (Figure 1A) [9]. To pharma-
cologically inhibit brain ABHD6 activity, we treated mice with KT-182, a brain-penetrant compound shown to reduce brain ABHD6 
activity by more than 90% [25]. Figure 1B and C show that KT-182 did not affect the performance of female WT mice and yet 
greatly improved the performance of female HdhQ200/200 mice. Thus, acute treatment with KT-182 rescued this deficit in female 
HdhQ200/200 mice by 65% (p<0.001) without influencing the rotarod performance of female WT mice (Figure 1A). Interestingly, 
female HdhQ200/200 mice treated with KT-182 performed far better in the initial trials than female WT mice treated with KT-182 
(F(1, 95)=121.7, p<0.001) (Figure 1C). These results show that acute ABHD6 inhibition did not affect motor coordination of female 
WT mice but rescued the motor coordination deficits caused by mtHTT in female HdhQ200/200 mice tested at 8 months of age.

Figure 3: Semi-chronic, subcutaneous, osmotic pump delivery of KT-182 resulted in on-target inhibition of brain ABHD6 activity and 

did not affect overall body weight or grip strength of wild-type and HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age.

Osmotic pumps delivering KT-182 were implanted subcutaneously (s.c.) in wild-type (WT) mice (12 weeks of age) for 10 days and 

ABHD6 activity was measured by activity base protein profiling; (A) 10 days s.c. osmotic delivery of KT-182 (lanes K1, K2, and K3) 

inhibited brain ABHD6 activity compared to vehicle-treated animals (lanes VEH1, VEH2, and VEH3) without affecting DAGLα, DAGLβ, 

and FAAH activity. N = 3 mice per treatment; (B and C) Semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 did not affect (B) weight loss or (C) grip 

strength as measured by the inverted wire test of HdhQ200/200 mice compared to WT mice (10 months of age). Statistical analysis: One-

way ANOVA analysis (multiple comparisons using Tukey) indicated significant reduction in overall body weight of HdhQ200/200 mice 

compared to WT and no significant difference in grip strength. N = 5-8 mice per condition, error bars represent S.E.M. and *p < 0.05..
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To determine the effect of acute ABHD6 inhibition on the acquisition of new motor skills, we adopted a method in which slow 
motor learning was measured by the sum of improvement in performance across all trials [26]. Figure 1D shows that slow motor 
learning was similar between female HdhQ200/200 and WT mice and that acute KT-182 treatment did not affect this measure. 
Thus, at 8 months of age, acute ABHD6 inhibition rescued motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice and this 
immediate therapeutic response remained evident across all 7 trials. By contrast, acute ABHD6 inhibition did not affect motor 
coordination in female WT mice and did not affect slow motor learning in either group, showing that rescue was specific to defi-
cits in motor coordination that develop in female HdhQ200/200 mice.

As previously reported, male HdhQ200/200 mice performed similarly to male WT littermates in motor coordination at 8 months 
of age (Supplementary Figure 3A) [9]. Remarkably, KT-182 improved motor performance of male WT mice by 2-fold (p=0.001) 
and yet did not affect the performance of male HdhQ200/200 mice (Supplementary Figure 3A). The KT-182 response improved 
over all trials in male WT mice (F(1, 56)=97.85, p<0.01) (Supplementary Figure 3B) but was absent in male HdhQ200/200 mice 
(Supplementary Figure 3C). Accordingly, KT-182 also improved slow motor learning in male WT mice (p=0.005) but not in male 
HdhQ200/200 mice (Supplementary Figure 3D). These results show that acute ABHD6 inhibition improves motor coordination 
in male WT mice but does not affect motor coordination in male HdhQ200/200 mice tested at 8 months of age. Based on this 
result, we focused our preliminary study on female HdhQ200/200 mice.

Striatal ABHD6 expression in female HdhQ200/200 mice remained unchanged at 8 months of age but 
was reduced by 10 months of age

To determine if ABHD6 expression changes in the striatum of HdhQ200/200 mice, we used a purified rabbit polyclonal antibody 
that recognizes a 38 amino acid epitope in mABHD6 and had been previously validated by our laboratory [16]. To further rig-
orously validate this new affinity-purified antibody, we immunostained brain coronal sections from WT and ABHD6-knockout 
mice [21]. Figures 2A and B illustrate ABHD6 expression in mouse dorsal striatum and suggest enhanced expression in select 
striatal cells. Figure 2C validates the selectivity of the antibody by confirming the absence of immunofluorescence signal in sec-
tions from ABHD6-knockout mice.

Motor coordination is significantly impaired in female HdhQ200/200 mice at both 8 and 10 months of age [9]. To determine if 
ABHD6 expression is also affected by HD pathogenesis, we immunostained brain coronal sections of female HdhQ200/200 mice 
and WT littermates at 8 and 10 months of age and measured striatal ABHD6 expression levels with semi-quantitative immu-
nohistochemistry (sqIHC) as previously described by our laboratory [9,20,24]. We found no difference in ABHD6 expression 
between female HdhQ200/200 and WT striatum at 8 months of age but a significant 40% decrease in expression at 10 months of 
age (F(1,15)=5.59, p=0.032) (Figure 2D). Figures 2E, F, G and H show representative images of IHC staining of ABHD6 expression 
in the striatum of female HdhQ200/200 and WT mice at 8 and 10 months of age and illustrates reduced ABHD6 expression in 
female HdhQ200/200 at 10 months of age. Thus, striatal ABHD6 expression in female HdhQ200/200 mice decreases late in the 
disease (i.e. after symptom onset and before end-stage).

Pilot studies suggested that acute treatment of female HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age with KT-182 did not affect their 
pronounced deficit in motor coordination (data not shown). Considering the downregulation of ABHD6 expression at 10 months 
of age in the striatum of female HdhQ200/200 mice, the absence of acute therapeutic efficacy of ABHD6 inhibition suggested that 
semi-chronic treatment might be required to inhibit lower ABHD6 activity and provide therapeutic relief at a greater symptom-
atic stage.
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Semi-chronic treatment with KT-182 safely blocked brain ABHD6 activity

The reduction in striatal ABHD6 expression in female HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age suggests that a semi-chronic 
treatment with KT-182 is preferable. Thus, we sought to use miniature osmotic pumps as a semi-chronic delivery system. Mice 
were surgically implanted with an Alzet® miniature osmotic pump containing KT-182 that enables constant drug delivery for 7 
days. While it is known that KT-182 crosses the blood-brain-barrier [25], its effectiveness in inhibiting ABHD6 following ad-
ministration via osmotic pumps has yet to be determined. We validated this approach using competitive activity-based protein 
profiling (ABPP) with the fluorescence probe HT-01 [28]. Brain ABHD6 activity was drastically reduced in WT mice after 7 days 
of KT-182 administration (Figure 3A). Inhibition appeared to be selective to ABHD6, as activities of other lipid-degrading en-
zymes (such as fatty acid amid hydrolase (FAAH) and diacylglycerol lipase (DAGL)) were not inhibited in drug-treated animals. 
Furthermore, ABHD6 activity in blood samples was undetectable in KT-182 treated mice (data not shown). Importantly, female 
HdhQ200/200 mice and WT littermates carrying osmotic pumps with vehicle or KT-182 for 7 days at 10 months of age did not 
show overt side effects. This treatment regimen did not affect the overall weight or grip strength in mice (Figures 3B and C), 
nor were any other behavioral changes observed. These results show that osmotic pump delivery of KT-182 for 7 days achieves 
near-complete inhibition of ABHD6 in the brain without triggering overt side effects in WT and symptomatic HdhQ200/200 
female mice.

At 10 months of age, semi-chronic ABHD6 inhibition rescued motor coordination deficit in female 
HdhQ200/200 mice

As previously reported, motor coordination was decreased by 31% in female HdhQ200/200 mice compared to WT littermates 
at 10 months of age (p=0.046) (Figure 4A) [9]. Figures 4A, B and C show that KT-182 did not affect the motor performance of 
female WT mice but greatly improved the performance of female HdhQ200/200 mice (F(1, 70)=33.53, p<0.001). Thus, semi-chronic 
treatment with KT-182 rescued this deficit selectively in symptomatic HdhQ200/200 mice by 53% to be comparable to WT levels 
(p=0.019) (Figure 4A). Slow motor learning was similar between female HdhQ200/200 mice and WT littermates treated with 
vehicle, as previously reported [9], and semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 did not affect this (Figure 4D). Thus, at 10 months of 
age, semi-chronic ABHD6 inhibition rescued motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice but did not affect motor 
coordination in female WT mice or slow motor learning in either group, showing that rescue at 10 months of age was specific to 
deficits in motor coordination that develop in this HD mouse model.

At 10 months of age, semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 did not affect spontaneous locomotion of fe-
male HdhQ200/200 mice and wild-type littermates

To determine if semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 might affect general locomotion, we measured spontaneous locomotion of 
female WT and HdhQ200/200 mice using the PhenoTyper. As previously reported, female HdhQ200/200 mice and WT litter-
mates exhibited similar exploratory behavior of a novel environment (as measured by the distance traveled during the first hour 
of being placed into the chamber) [9,29] (Figure 5A). As expected, female HdhQ200/200 mice exhibited reduced spontaneous 
locomotion during the dark phase (when mice are more active) compared to female WT mice (p=0.040), yet similar spontaneous 
locomotion during the light phase (when mice are less active) compared to female WT mice at 10 months of age (Figures 5B 
and C). Semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 did not affect these behaviors in both groups during either phase (Figures 5A and 
C). These results confirm our previous study showing that female HdhQ200/200 mice are less active during the dark compared 
to female WT mice and show that spontaneous locomotion in both groups is unaffected by semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6.
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Figure 4: Semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 rescued motor coordination deficits in HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age.

Motor coordination was measured in female wild type (WT) and HdhQ200/200 mice (10 months of age) that were implanted with osmotic 

pumps delivering either vehicle or KT-182; (A) Analysis of average latency to fall from the rotarod measured across 7 trials showed that 

KT-182 did not affect motor coordination in WT mice but significantly rescued motor coordination in HdhQ200/200 mice. Statistical 

analysis: One-way ANOVA analysis (multiple comparisons using Tukey) indicated a 31% reduction in latency to fall in HdhQ200/200 

mice compared to WT mice and a 53% rescue of latency to fall in HdhQ200/200 mice when treated with KT-182; (B) KT-182 treatment did 

not affect latency to fall in WT mice but (C) enhanced latency to fall in HdhQ200/200 mice. Statistical analysis: Two-way ANOVA analysis 

with Bonferroni post-hoc analysis indicated significant rescue of motor coordination deficits in HdhQ200/200 by KT-182 compared to 

vehicle-treated HdhQ200/200 mice; (D) Slow motor learning was comparable between HdhQ200/200 mice and WT littermates and not 

affected by treatment with KT-182. N = 6-7 mice per condition, error bars represent S.E.M. and *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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Figure 5: Semi-chronic inhibition of ABHD6 did not affect spontaneous locomotion of wild-type and HdhQ200/200 mice at 

10 months of age. Spontaneous locomotion (meters/hour) was measured in female wild type (WT) and HdhQ200/200 mice (10 

months of age) that were implanted with osmotic pumps delivering either vehicle or KT-182 using PhenoTyper chambers; (A) 

Distance traveled during the first hour of entering the PhenoTyper chamber indicates exploration of a novel environment and 

was unaffected by genotype or KT-182 treatment. Distance traveled measured during the (B) dark phase (high activity, 12 hours) 

and (C) light phase (low activity, 12 hours). Statistical analysis: One-way ANOVA analysis (multiple comparisons using Tukey) 

indicated a 41% reduction in spontaneous locomotion in HdhQ200/200 compared to WT measured during the dark phase but 

no difference between vehicle and KT-182. N = 6 mice per condition, error bars represent S.E.M. and *p < 0.05.

Discussion

Our study shows preliminary data that the pharmacological inhibition of ABHD6 through osmotic pump delivery rescues motor 
coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice, a mouse model of HD that exhibits robust early-onset deficits in multiple 
motor behaviors compared to female WT littermates. Markedly, ABHD6 inhibition rescued deficits in motor coordination with-
out affecting other deficits in locomotion exhibited by female HdhQ200/200 mice. Furthermore, ABHD6 inhibition did not 
cause overt side effects (i.e., change in overall weight, grip strength, novel environment exploration, and spontaneous locomotion 
during the light phase, or changes in observed behaviors), suggesting a promising safety profile for this class of compounds. Us-
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ing a validated rabbit polyclonal antibody that recognizes ABHD6 in mouse tissue, we found that ABHD6 expression remains 
unchanged in female HdhQ200/200 mice at 8 months of age compared to WT littermates but is reduced by 10 months of age. The 
interaction that we report here suggests several possible molecular mechanisms that could link the reduction in striatal ABHD6 
expression and selective rescue of motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice.

The expression and function of many genes and proteins change as a result of mtHTT during HD pathogenesis [30], including 
several other serine hydrolases that control the eCB signaling system [31,32]. The activity of FAAH, DAGL, and N-acylphosphati-
dylethanolamine-specific phospholipase D change in the striatum of R6/2 mice in relation to disease progression, whereas mono-
acylglycerol lipase (MAGL) activity is unchanged compared to WT mice [33,34]. In HD43 cells in culture, inducible expression 
of mtHTT reduces FAAH activity and increases MAGL activity [33]. In primary mouse striatal astrocytes, mtHTT expression 
increases MAGL mRNA levels without changing FAAH [35]. Other examples of changes in serine hydrolase activities associated 
with HD pathogenesis include acetylcholinesterase [36], palmitoyl acyltransferase [37,38], and transglutaminase 2 [39]. Here, we 
report the downregulation of ABHD6 expression in female HdhQ200/200 mice, adding a new serine hydrolase to the list of eCB 
enzymes affected by HD pathogenesis.

Considering the expression pattern of ABHD6 in the striatum and range of signaling mechanisms that this enzyme modulates, 
reduced expression of ABHD6 in HdhQ200/200 striatum detected at 10 months of age is likely to affect multiple aspects of 
neuronal function beyond its ability to control eCB signaling, including post-synaptic GABAergic currents and trafficking of 
AMPA receptors to the plasma membrane [14]. We show that ABHD6 is expressed at higher levels in select striatal cells with 
neuronal-like morphology, which agrees with the single-cell RNA-seq analyses of mouse striatum showing that ABHD6 mRNA 
expression is abundant in interneurons [15] (http://www.brainrnaseq.org/). Considering the role of striatal interneurons in the 
control of cortico-striatal projections and how their functions are impaired by HD pathogenesis [40-42], ABHD6 down-regula-
tion might contribute to symptoms measured in HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age by disrupting the functionality of the 
cortico-striatal projections.

Few therapeutic approaches designed to target serine hydrolases have been tested in HD mouse models. Promising results 
have been reported for the pharmacological inhibition of the serine protease HTRA2 [43] and transglutaminase 2 [39], and a 
recent study validated MAGL expressed by astrocytes as a potential therapeutic target for HD [35]. Our results add to this body 
of knowledge by showing that ABHD6 inhibition rescued a specific, early-onset symptom – motor coordination – in female 
HdhQ200/200 mice, providing a new therapeutic approach for the treatment of select symptoms associated with HD. In addition, 
due to the lack of depressive or anxious phenotype in the HdhQ200/200 model, we can conclude that this rescue was select for 
motor behaviors and not through motivation or other psychiatric symptoms. Our preliminary study also emphasizes the need to 
test and optimize dosing regimens of AHBD6 inhibition as a function of disease progression as we found that semi-chronic, but 
not acute, inhibition of ABHD6 was required to rescue deficits in motor coordination in HdhQ200/200 mice at 10 months of age.

We can draw at least two potential molecular and cellular mechanisms by which ABHD6 inhibition might rescue motor 
coordination in female HdhQ200/200 mice. First, serine hydrolases are one of the largest known classes of enzymes, each with 
remarkably different enzymatic activities performed by the common defining molecular characteristic of a nucleophilic serine 
in the active site [44]. The pocket formed by the catalytic site of ABHD6 hydrolyzes select monoacylglycerols (including the eCB 
2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG)), and carbamate-based inhibitors (such as KT-182) block the hydrolyzing activity through a 
covalent modification of the catalytic Ser148 [25,45-47]. Thus, inhibition of the ABHD6 catalytic triad mediated-activity favors 
2-AG accumulation in post-synaptic compartments of active neurons, which in turn enhances both CB1R-mediated presynaptic 
inhibition of neurotransmitters release and post-synaptic GABAergic currents [14]. By contrast, the ability of ABHD6 to control 
the number of AMPA receptors trafficking to the plasma membrane does not involve the catalytic triad [48], and thus the rescue 
of motor coordination deficit in HdhQ200/200 by KT-182 is unlikely to involve this AMPA receptor-dependent mechanism. 
Second, at 8 months of age, when striatal ABHD6 expression is similar in WT and HdhQ200/200 mice, acute ABHD6 inhibition 
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enhanced rotarod coordination in female HdhQ200/200 mice but not in WT littermates. This result suggests the existence of a 
molecular mechanism, or lack of molecular mechanism, that is present in female HdhQ200/200 mice and not in female WT mice 
that enables ABHD6 inhibition to improve motor coordination only in female HdhQ200/200 mice. 

Our findings showed that there is a decrease in ABHD6 expression at 10 months of age in symptomatic female HdhQ200/200 
mice and yet inhibition of ABHD6 by KT-182 treatment alleviates motor symptoms. Due to the multitude of signaling systems 
and networks that are disrupted by mtHTT, decline in HD patients is attributable to multiple mechanisms. Although ABHD6 
levels are reduced, additional inhibition of the remaining ABHD6 may be adaquate to increase eCBs sufficiently to rescue motor 
symptoms. This further highlights the therapeutic potential and impact of eCBs and the eCB system. Our previous work in 
the HdhQ200/200 mouse line showed increased excitotoxicity that is linked to decreased GLT-1 expression and thus disrupted 
glutamate handling in the striatum [23]. Therefore, it is possible that one of the effects of ABHD6 inhibition are through increased 
eCB signaling via CB1 to decrease glutamate release and excitotoxicity, but further research is needed to validate this mechanism. 
Regardless, our study suggests the following picture whereby inhibition of striatal ABHD6 influences the function of defective 
cortico-striatal pathways in female HdhQ200/200 mice in such a way to rescue deficits in motor coordination [40-42].

Our preliminary studies on acute ABHD6 inhibition led to a remarkable increase in motor coordination measured in male WT 
mice at 8 months of age but not male HdhQ200/200 mice. While the molecular mechanism of this response remains to be studied, 
two conclusions can be drawn from this result: male WT mice express molecular components that enhance the efficacy of acute 
ABHD6 inhibition to regulate motor coordination, and these molecular components are absent in male HdhQ200/200 mice at 8 
months of age. Further studies are needed to tease apart this difference.

Conclusions

Few treatments are available to help HD patients manage the multiple debilitating symptoms that arise as a function of disease 
progression. Here, we provide the first preliminary evidence that pharmacological inhibition of ABHD6 rescues deficits in motor 
coordination modeled by female HdhQ200/200 mice. Our results suggest a mechanistic link between the reduction in striatal 
ABHD6 expression and selective rescue of motor coordination deficits in female HdhQ200/200 mice. Thus, ABHD6 inhibitors 
represent promising pharmacological tools to unravel the molecular mechanisms involved in motor coordination deficits in 
neurological diseases and could lead to the development of a new therapeutic modality to treat deficits in locomotor behaviors 
associated with HD.
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